Applicability of broken-rodlike chain model to conformational analysis of polypeptide chain.
In order to check the applicability of the broken-rodlike (BR) chain model, consisting of several rods alternatively joined by flexible random coils, to the conformational analysis of a polypeptide chain in the helix-to-coil transition regions, two relations predicted by the Zimm and Bragg theory and the method with the BR chain model are compared. It is shown that, despite a clear difference between the models employed in the two methods, they give substantially identical results in both probability P(j) that a helical residue is in a helical sequence j units long and averaged helical fraction dependence of the mean-squared radius of gyration. Thus the use of the method with the BR chain model in the conformational analysis of a polypeptide chain could be rationalized, at least, with the same degree of approximation as is assumed in the Zimm and Bragg theory. Using the scattering function for the BR chain model, averaged helical-sequence lengths are evaluated for partially ionized poly(L-glutamic acid) (PGA) in added-salt aqueous solution and nonionized PGA in N-methylacetamide, both in a helical state. As a result, it is shown that the length in the latter molecule is approximately tenfold longer than that in the former one.